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ASSIGNMENT

Develop an integrated marketing strategy 
targeting U.S. Hispanic families to increase 

consideration, visitation and excitement to the 
city of Chicago.





● US Hispanics traveled 4.3x over the period of two years
○ Most were getaways/mini vacations. (thinknow-research-hispanic-travel-trends-2015)

● Hispanics travel more across all income levels (thinknow-research-Hispanics Travel, 

Affluent Hispanics TRAVEL)

○ Affluent Hispanics: 7.2 trips over two years

○ Median income: 4.8 trips over two years

○ Lower income:  3.2 trips over two years

● Children are key decision makers (thinknow-research-Hispanics Travel, Affluent Hispanics TRAVEL)

○  60% of Hispanics agreed with the statement: My children influence where we 

decide to go on vacation

● Hispanics travel to (thinknow-research-hispanic-travel-trends-2015)

○ rest and relax

○ enjoy new experience

○ spend time with family

● On their last U.S. vacation Hispanics spent $2k - $4k  per vacation 
(thinknow-research-Hispanics Travel, Affluent Hispanics TRAVEL)

● In 2015, peak Hispanic travel to Chicago was during the summer 

months (Chicago Hispanic Visitors to Chicago Profile)

CURRENT SITUATION: Strengths 

Hispanic Travel Frequency by income level:

Source: thinknow-research-Hispanics Travel, Affluent Hispanics TRAVEL



● Not a priority destination

● Outdated image
○ Blue-collar city

○ Cool architecture

○ Passion for sports

● Past visitors don’t feel a strong reason to come back
○ Don’t actually know Chicago

● Domestic ranking: 5 

● International ranking: 10

● Domestic ranking for Hispanics: 11 
(thinknow-research-hispanic-travel-trends-2015)

CURRENT SITUATION: Weaknesses

Chicago



CURRENT SITUATION: Opportunities

● Online advertising and partnerships
○ Almost 74% of Hispanics are online
○ 88% of online US Hispanic have a $50+ household income
○ 35% of these users are millennials

● Advertise on social media sites
○ 77% are engaged in social networks
○ 30% more likely to purchase a product advertised on a social site

● Create online coupons with Choose Chicago partners
○ 70% have used coupons found on social media sites
○ 61% have shared those coupons

● Include Hispanic representation in all efforts
○ 66% say it’s important to be recognized through culturally relevant content

● Vacation sponsorships for Hispanic families
○ Hispanics do what friends / family recommend
○ 40% of online Hispanics create content and provide their opinions online
○ 20% of online Hispanics are considered “Hispanic fluentials”

(All data retrieved from Alcance Media Group)



CURRENT SITUATION: Threats

● Top 5 US Hispanic Domestic Travel Locations 
(thinknow-research-hispanic-travel-trends-2015)

○ California
○ Florida
○ New York
○ Texas

● Standard hotel stay decreased by 7%
● Staying with relatives increased by 9%
● Not currently embracing the Hispanic Culture

○ Have bilingual staff
○ Understand needs and wants
○ Acculturation levels
○ Differences in Nationalities





TARGET AUDIENCE: US Hispanic Families

US Hispanic families 
have a $56B spending 

impact nationally

On average, US Hispanic 
families spend between 

$2K and $4K per 
vacation

On average, Hispanics 
went on just over 4 

vacations in 2014-2015

Hispanics are over index 
on exploring new lands 
and cultures and tasting 

different cuisines

US Hispanic families 
include millennials 

(children and young 
parents)

Children are key 
decision makers when 
creating travel plans



PRIMARY RESEARCH EFFORTS: Survey

● Why make a survey?
○ Comparisons
○ Chicago specific data
○ Find insights

● Sample population
○ 172 total
○ 27 Hispanic



PRIMARY RESEARCH EFFORTS: Survey

Data supports secondary research!
● ⅓ travel 1x per year
● Over ¾ travel 1-3x per year
● More than 70% travel with family



PRIMARY RESEARCH EFFORTS: Survey

Millennials are key to the family dynamic
● Just less than ½ are 18-24
● Over ¾ are between 18-34
● Millennials are traveling with family

○ Low income, still living at home
● The Latino Millennial 

○ Important role in travel decisions
○ Highly engaged mobile and online user 



PRIMARY RESEARCH EFFORTS: Survey

What is Chicago’s best kept secret?
● Restaurants & Food
● Neighborhoods
● The Beach
● Iconic / Tourist Spots





INTEGRATED MARKETING STRATEGY

Strategy: Leverage existing media touch points to reach U.S. Hispanic Families during the summer peak 

months and engage them with relevant content.

Tactics: 

Sponsorships

Partnerships

Advertising

Digital / 

Social Media



SPONSORSHIP

STRATEGY: Choose Chicago will sponsor a Latino 

family to visit Chicago and experience a multitude of 

activities that the city has to offer. The family must 

post on social media throughout the sponsorship

● Latino families are online and on social media

● Latino families are most likely to take advice 

and recommendations from friends and family



PARTNERSHIPS

Pandora: 

● Hispanics value music and personalization

● We can target their music taste by creating a playlist, and target Latinos in key states like Illinois, Indiana, Michigan, 

Ohio, and Wisconsin

● We can also take a look into an experiential event where we invite people to listen to these playlists in those key 

states

Standard Hotels:

● Create print advertisements showcasing partnerships with partner hotels

● Partner with key hotels where Hispanics have stayed in the past year

○ Key Hotels:  Holiday Inn, Best Western, and Hilton

● In addition, coach partner travel agencies with adequate information, since U.S. Hispanics are more likely to use 

travel agents then go book/prepare trips on their own

STRATEGY:  As Hispanics continue to be more digital than non-Hispanics, and are much 

likely to travel with their family, we can consider online partnerships, and family hotel 

packets to incite their interest to travel to Chicago. 



ADVERTISEMENTS

STRATEGY: Choose Chicago will also do print 
advertisements in newspapers or magazines that 
cater to the U.S. Hispanic audience. The body copy 
will incorporate travel packages available to the 
family. 

● Ads can be in English and Spanish since 62% of 
U.S. Hispanics are bilingual. (pewresearch.org)



SOCIAL MEDIA

STRATEGY: Highlight Chicago's most iconic family friendly 

attractions and places as a way to intrigue U.S. Hispanic families 

to come, visit, and explore Chicago.

Facebook + Instagram: 

● According to a Pandora 2015 study, when it comes to 

digital Latinos prefer:

a. Personalization

b. Cultural Relevance

c. 9/10 Hispanic Millennials value ethnicity vs. 

authenticity

● Posts with Hispanic families and children is a must



SOCIAL MEDIA: Facebook Creative



SOCIAL MEDIA: Instagram Creative



TRACKING AND MEASUREMENT

Tracking and Measurement is key to a 
successful campaign.

Ways we can quantify our results are:

● Facebook tracking tools (views, click, etc…)
● Hashtag usage
● Unique monthly viewership to website
● Track visitors, coupon usage, etc.. with partners





OVERALL ANALYSIS

Our Findings:

We already know that Hispanics are digitally savvy, and travel to Chicago during the summer-time with their spouse 

and/or family. 

● By utilizing partnerships, sponsorships, advertising, and social media we can reach U.S. Hispanic Millennials 

and Hispanics families.  

● Most importantly, it’s important to recognize their ask for personalization, cultural relevance and ties to 

ethnicity. 

● This will help to increase consideration, visitation, and excitement to the city of Chicago.



QUESTIONS?


